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GRANT OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS, CONSERVATION RESTRICTIONS,

and PUBLIC ACCESS EASEMENT

KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS that the CITY OF BURLINGTON, a

municipality in the County of Chittenden and State of Vermont, on behalf of itself and its

successors and assigns (hereinafter "Grantor"), pursuant to Title 10 V.S.A. Chapters 34 and 155

and in consideration of the payment ofTen Dollars and other valuable consideration paid to its full

satisfaction, does freely give, grant, sell, convey and confirm unto the VERMONT HOUSING

AND CONSERVATION BOARD, a public instrumentality of the State of Vermont with its

offices in Montpelier, Vermont, and its respective successors and assigns (hereinafter as the

"Grantee") the development rights, perpetual conservation easement restrictions, public access

easement and easement for monitoring access (all as more particularly set forth below) in a certain

tract of land (hereinafier "Protected Property") situated in the City of Burlington, County of

Chittenden, State of Vermont; the Protected Property being more particularly described in

Schedule A attached hereto and incorporated herein.

This Grant is being conveyed, in part, to further the purpose and requirements of the Land

and Water Conservation Fund to secure perpetual use of the property for public outdoor recreation

as contemplated under the Land and Water Conservation Fund Project Agreement, No. 06130-

LWCF-50-00650, by and between the U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service and the

City of Burlington.

The development rights hereby conveyed to the Grantee shall include all development rights

except those specifically reserved by Grantor herein and those reasonably required to carry out the

permitted uses of the Protected Property as herein described. The development rights, perpetual

conservation easement restrictions, and public access easement hereby conveyed to the Grantee

consist of covenants on the part of Grantor to do or refrain from doing, severally and collectively, the

various acts set forth below. It is hereby acknowledged that the development rights, perpetual

conservation easement restrictions, public access easement and easement for monitoring access

shall constitute a servitude upon and shall run with the land.

Purposes of this Grant and Management PlanI.

A. Statement of Purposes

Grantor and Grantee acknowledge the objective of ensuring the availability of the

Protected Property for public use and enjoyment, including, but not limited to, educational,

recreational and other appropriate community activities and, to that end. the purposes of this Grant

(hereinafter referred to as "the Purposes of this Grant") are as follows:

1.

To conserve and protect the public outdoor recreational, scenic, cultural and

open space resources of the Protected Property and to prevent the use or

development of the Protected Property for any purpose or in any manner that would

adversely affect these resources.

a.

b. To provide opportunities for educational activities, and permit the

construction and maintenance of public trails and structures incidental to

appropriate public recreational use and to conserve wildlife habitats and forestry

values associated with the Protected Property for present and future generations.

To insure that the Protected Property will be owned in perpetuity by a public

entity approved by the National Park Service and VHCB.

c.

d. To require that management of the Protected Property be guided by a public

management planning process.

2. These purposes will be advanced by conserving the Protected Property because it

possesses the following attributes:

1 1 .7 acres of open and wooded lakefront land in the City of Burlington; the

site has excellent potential for outdoor recreation and quiet enjoyment in a

park-like setting;

a.
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b. An ancient outwash delta that forms a high bluff overlooking Lake

Champlain; the top of the delta and the bluff offer high potential for natural

area restoration with native species:

Remnants (particularly in the northwestern corner, and along the bluff in

the southern portion of the Protected Property) of Pine-Oak-I leath

Sandplain Forest, which is a very threatened natural community in

Vermont;

Approximately 900 feet of sand beach, which is recognized by the Vermont

Nongamc and Natural Heritage Program as a rare natural community in

Vermont of statewide significance;

Contains one known pre-Contact era Native American archeological site,

designated VT-CH-1210 by the University of Vermont Consulting

Archeology Program, and for obvious environmental and topographic

reasons, may be archeologically sensitive throughout; and,

Is bisected by the Burlington Bike Path; provides a trail connection from

North Avenue to the Bike Path; abuts North Beach, owned by the City of

Burlington; abuts Burlington's Urban Reserve, which was protected with

public investments, including a grant from the Vermont Housing and

Conservation Board; abuts Lake View Cemetery, which is owned by the

City of Burlington; contains soils suitable for community gardens; abuts an

affordable housing project partially funded by the Vermont Mousing and

Conservation Board; and, abuts land owned by the City of Burlington that

contains a historic building known as the Redstone Cottage, which is subject

to a historic preservation easement co-held by the Preservation Trust of

Vermont. Inc., and the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board.

Grantor and Grantee recognize the Purposes of this Grant and share the common goal of

conserving these values of the Protected Property by the conveyance of conservation restrictions,

development rights and public access easement to prevent the use or development of the Protected

Property for any purpose or in any manner which would conflict with the Purposes of this Grant.

Grantee accepts such conservation restrictions, development rights and public access easement in

order to conserve these values for present and future generations.

c.

d.

e.

f.

B. Management Plans.

Grantor will, from time-to-time develop comprehensive management plans, including

updates, revisions and amendments, for the Protected Property (hereinafter "Management Plans").

The Management Plans shall:

Provide for the use and management of the Protected Property in a fashion which

is consistent with and advances the Purposes of this Grant; and

1.

At a minimum, the Management Plans shall include the provisions required under

this Grant, identify actions necessary to accomplish the following and shall appropriately balance

all the resource attributes of and human uses for the Protected Property, and shall:

provide for the permitted uses as set forth in Section III below, and

reasonable regulation of such uses, including identifying and addressing the

management needs of those recreational uses that may need special or more

intensive management focus;

2.

a.

b. provide for public access and meaningful recreational links to private and

public lands;

provide a plan for road, sign, trail and sanitary facility use that has minimal

impact on water quality and plant, wildlife and aquatic habitat resources and

historic and cultural features;

d. provide for the identification and protection of natural communities, plant,

wildlife and aquatic habitat and other ecologically sensitive or important areas;

c.
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provide for use by the University of Vermont and local school outdoor

educational programs;

e.

provide for the construction and use of any minor recreational structures

and any other structures permitted under this Grant; and.

f.

provide, as necessary, for any proposed use of the Bluff Buffer Zone

consistent with Section V below.
g-

3. Otherwise be consistent with this Grant.

Prior to the final adoption of each Management Plan, including updates, revisions and

amendments. Grantor shall, in consultation with Grantee: (a) secure appropriate public input from

the general public, (b) develop the Management Plans in a timely and responsive manner, and (c)

provide Grantee with a draft of each such Management Plan for its review and approval prior to

adoption as well as a copy of each final adopted Management Plan. Grantee's approval of the

Management Plans shall not be unreasonably withheld or conditioned if such Plans are consistent

with the terms of this Grant.

II. Restricted Uses of the Protected Property

The Protected Property shall be used for public outdoor recreation, scenic, cultural,

open space and educational purposes in perpetuity. No residential, commercial, industrial or mining

activities shall be permitted on the Protected Property and no building or structure associated with

such activities shall be constructed, created, erected or moved onto the Protected Property. The term

structure as used in the preceding sentence shall include, but not be limited to, any

telecommunications, broadcasting or transmission facility. No other building or structure shall be

constructed, created, erected or moved onto the Protected Property, except as specifically permitted

by the Management Plan and by this Grant.

1.

Except as permitted by section III of this Grant, no rights-of-way, easements of

ingress or egress, driveways, roads, utility lines, other easements or use restrictions shall be

constructed, developed, granted or maintained into, on. over, under, or across the Protected

Property without the prior written permission of Grantee, which permission shall not be

unreasonably withheld or conditioned if the proposed right-of-way, easement of ingress or egress,

driveway, road, utility line, other easement or use restriction is consistent with the Purposes of this

Grant.

2.

Except as allowed under Section ill below, there shall be no signs, billboards, or

outdoor advertising ofany kind erected or displayed on the Protected Property; provided, however,

that Grantor may erect and maintain reasonable signs including but not limited to boundary

markers, directional signs, memorial plaques, informational and interpretive signs, and signs

limiting access or use (subject to the limitations of Section IV, below). Grantee may erect and

maintain signs designating the Protected Property as land under the protection ofGrantee, with the

prior written permission of Grantor.

3.

The placement, collection or storage of trash, human, hazardous or toxic waste, or

any other unsightly, harmful or offensive material on the Protected Property shall not be permitted

except at such locations, if any, and in such a manner as shall be approved in advance in writing
by Grantee and shall be consistent with the Grant and the Management Plans. The temporary

storage of trash generated on the Protected Property in receptacles for periodic off-site disposal,

shall be permitted without such prior written approval.

4.

There shall be no disturbance of the surface, including but not limited to filling,

excavation, removal of topsoil, sand, gravel, rocks or minerals, or change of the topography of the

land in any manner, except as may be reasonably necessary to carry out the uses permitted on the

Protected Property under this Grant. In no case shall surface mining of subsurface oil. gas, or other

minerals be permitted.

5.
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Grantor shall not give, grant, sell, convey, transfer, lease, mortgage, pledge or

otherwise encumber the Protected Property without the prior written approval of Grantee, which

approval shall only be granted if ALSO approved by the U.S. Department of Interior, National

Park Service, pursuant to Land and Water Conservation Fund Agreement Project No. 06130-

6.

LWCF-50-00650.

Except along designated travel corridors, there shall be no operation of motorized

vehicles on the Protected Property except for uses specifically reserved, such as forestry and

property management, as well as, for emergency purposes. There shall be no all-terrain vehicle

use permitted on the Protected Property except for emergency or management purposes. However.

Grantor may permit motorized personal assistive mobility devices for use by persons with mobility

disabilities on the Protected Property if consistent with the Purposes of this Grant, and as may be

required by the Americans with Disabilities Act regulations. For purposes of this Grant, all-terrain

vehicles include, but arc not limited to, motorized four-wheeled, three-wheeled and two-wheeled

or tracked vehicles.

7.

There shall be no manipulation or alteration of natural watercourses, lakeshores,

wetlands, water levels and/or flow or other waterbodies except as may be provided for in the

Management Plans and as set forth in the Memorandum ofAgreement between the City of Burlington

and the BC Community Housing. LLC, recorded in the City of Burlington Land Records.

8.

No use shall be made of the Protected Property, and no activity thereon shall be

permitted which, in the reasonable opinion ofGrantee, is not or is not likely to be consistent with the

Purposes of this Grant. Grantor and Grantee acknowledge that, in view of the perpetual nature of

this Grant, they are unable to foresee all potential future land uses, future technologies, and future

evolution of the land and other natural resources, and other future occurrences affecting the

Purposes of this Grant. Grantee, therefore, in its sole discretion, may determine whether (a)

proposed uses or proposed improvements not contemplated by or addressed in this Grant, or (b)

alterations in existing uses or structures, are consistent with the Purposes of this Grant.

9.

III. Permitted Uses of the Protected Property.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, or anything elsewhere in this instrument. Grantor, its

successors and assigns shall have the right to make the following uses of the Protected Property:

The right to use the Protected Property for all types of non-commercial, non-

motorized recreational purposes (including, but not limited to, bird-watching, cross-country skiing,

sledding, hiking, snowshoeing, swimming, walking and wildlife observation) consistent with the

Purposes of this Grant and the Management Plans. Use of the Protected Property for non-

motorized, mechanized recreation such as biking and by animals capable of transporting humans

(including, but not limited to, horses) may be permitted in the discretion of Grantor if such uses

arc regulated in the Management Plans and are not inconsistent with the Purposes of this Grant

and are consistent with Section V below. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the right to use all or

portions of the existing trail, pathway and roadway network, as it may be improved and/or

expanded as provided in Section 111(3), below (collectively the "Trail Network"), for non-
motorized, mechanized recreation, including biking shall be allowed, provided such use is

regulated under the Management Plans to ensure compatibility with other permitted uses and is

not inconsistent with the Purposes of this Grant.

1.

Forest management and timber harvesting is permitted, provided all forest

management and timber harvesting is carried out in accordance with all applicable local. State,

Federal, and other governmental laws and regulations and to the extent reasonably practicable, in

accordance with current, generally accepted best management practices for the sites, soils, and

terrain of the Protected Property. In addition, forest management and timber harvesting for

commercial purposes must be performed in accordance with a written forest management plan,

prepared by a professional resource manager, and approved by the Grantee. Grantee's approval of

forest management plans that may be submitted from time to time shall not be unreasonably

withheld or conditioned, if such plans have been approved by a professional forester and if such
plans are consistent with the Purposes of this Grant. A forest management plan will not be required

for the following permitted activities: (i) conducting maple sugaring activities using existing forest

access routes; (ii) cutting of trees for the construction of roads, parking areas, recreation paths, and

other recreational facilities and structures that have been identified in the Management Plans; (iii)

2.
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removal of trees posing an imminent hazard to the health or safety of persons, or (iv) removal of

invasive species. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Grantor shall obtain Grantee's

prior written approval to clearcut an area of more than one acre of forest land for conversion to

non-forested use. Grantee's approval shall not be unreasonably withheld if such clearcutting is

consistent with the Purposes of this Grant. In addition, and not withstanding anything to the

contrary herein. Grantee's approval to clearcut any area for conversion to non-forested use within

the forested area more particularly described as a small remnant of Pine-Oak-Heath Sandplain

Forest, generally depicted as "Forest Protection Zone" on the North Avenue Urban Wild

Conservation Plan (the "Forest Protection Zone"), may be denied, conditioned, or granted by

Grantee in its sole discretion. The boundaries of the Forest Protection Zone may be changed from

time to time by mutual agreement of Grantor and Grantee, as established by written agreement

recorded in the Burlington Land Records and depicted on a new Conservation Plan signed by

Grantor and Grantee.

The right to maintain, repair, improve and replace existing recreational trails,

together with the right to clear, construct, repair, improve, maintain and replace new trails and

recreation paths, provided that the location, use and construction of such new trails and recreation

paths arc consistent with the Purposes of this Grant, Section V below, and are provided for in the

Management Plans.

3.

The right to conduct temporary community and public entertainment events and

competitions on the Protected Property, including concerts, fairs and celebrations, together with

the right to erect tents and other temporary structures for such events, and event sponsorship

signage and banners; provided that such events shall not result in the clearing of any forested areas

and provided further that such events are consistent with the Purposes of this Grant and the

Management Plan.

4.

The right to construct, maintain, repair and use new paved parking lots on the

Protected Property, including associated access drives and utilities, together with the right to

construct improvements normally associated with a parking lot. Grantor shall first obtain the prior
written approval of Grantee for the location and size of such new paved parking lots on the

Protected Property, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld nor conditioned, provided

that such location and use shall be consistent with the Management Plans and the Purposes of this

Grant.

5.

The right to charge members of the public reasonable fees for admission to and use

of the Protected Property, provided that such fees are collected only for community and public
recreation, education or entertainment programs and events on the Protected Property (including,

but not limited to, children's activities, competitions, concerts, fairs and celebrations) or such fees
as are reasonably necessary to support Grantor's management of the Protected Property. The right

to charge organizations reasonable fees for recreational use of a portion of the Protected Property

provided that such use does not unreasonably interfere with the access of the general public to the
Protected Property. Fees shall not be based on place of residency. All fees charged for admission

to or use of the Protected Property shall be consistent with the Purposes of this Grant especially
that of public access as set forth in Section IV below, and shall be provided for in the Management

6.

Plan.

The right to authorize the temporary commercial or non-commercial use of the

Protected Property for recreational (including competition events), community entertainment,

educational, agricultural, forestry, or research purposes, provided that any such authorization (i)

does not unreasonably interfere with the access of the general public to the Protected Property, (ii)
authorizes only uses of or actions on the Protected Property that are not inconsistent with the

Purposes of this Grant, and (iii) are provided for in the Management Plan.

7.

No use shall be made of the Protected Property, and no activity thereon shall be

permitted which, in the reasonable opinion of Grantee, is or may possess the potential to become
inconsistent with the Purposes of this Grant.

8.
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IV. Public Access.

Grantor covenants and agrees that the Protected Property shall be available to the general

public for all types ofnon-commercial, non-motorized, non-mechanized dispersed recreational and

educational purposes (including, but not limited to. bird-watching, cross-country skiing, sledding,

fishing, hiking, hunting, snowshoeing. swimming, walking and wildlife observation) consistent

with the Purposes of this Grant. Notwithstanding the foregoing. Grantor may limit or restrict

public access to the Protected Property to assure compliance with the requirements of this Grant,

to protect natural habitats, or to protect the public health or safety (including, but not limited to,

the right to permit, regulate or prohibit fishing, hunting and trapping). If Grantee approves a

conveyance of the Protected Property, then Grantee may also require that a separate Grant of Public

Access Easement also be conveyed to Grantee in a form approved by Grantee.

V. Bluff Protection Zone.

The Bluff Protection Zone comprises an area of steep erodible sand bluff and level sandplain on

top of the bluff located along the southernmost property line of the Protected Property. The Bluff

Protection Zone is generally depicted as "Bluff Protection Zone" on the North Avenue Urban Wild

Conservation Plan (hereafter the "BPZ"). The boundaries of the BPZ may be changed from time

to time by mutual agreement ofGrantor and Grantee, as established by written agreement recorded

in the Burlington Land Records and depicted on a new Conservation Plan signed by Grantor and

Grantee.

Within the BPZ, the goals, prescriptions, and restrictions of this Section V are in addition to the

provisions of Sections II, III. and IV of this Grant, and where inconsistent, the provisions of this

Section V shall control.

Within the BPZ the following shall apply:

1. Protection of the bluff and its adjoining sandplain, and the restoration of native natural

communities and ecological processes shall be Grantor's and Grantee's highest priority in

approving and conducting all activities.

2. All management activities, including without limitation, forest management, recreational

management, and ecological management, shall focus on the goals of (a) maintaining soil

integrity, natural hydrology, and water quality, and (b) restoring native species and natural

communities that are best suited to the soils and environment of the bluff and its adjoining

sandplain.

3. No cutting or removal of vegetation shall occur except for the following permitted non
commercial purposes: (i) cutting or removal of trees or other vegetation for the

maintenance or construction of trails that are described in the Management Plan and that

are constructed with pervious surfaces; (ii) cutting or removal of trees or other vegetation

posing an imminent hazard to the health or safety of persons; (iii) cutting, removal, or

suppression of invasive, exotic, or nonnative species; and (iv) cutting, removal, or

suppression of native species, when such activities arc designed to enhance the restoration

of a rare, threatened, or endangered natural community.

4. Grantee's approval of a forest management plan submitted pursuant to Section III (2)

above, shall not be unreasonably withheld or conditioned, provided that such a plan: (i) is

consistent with the Purposes of this Grant and with the provisions of this Section V; and

(ii) has been approved by a professional forester.

5. In the context of acting under this Section V, and in developing the Management Plan.

Grantor and Grantee may confer about what constitutes the best management practices to

effect the goals set forth in V(2) above, provided that, in any disagreement with respect to

management practices within the Bluff Protection Zone, the Grantee's interpretation ofbest

management practices shall control.
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VI. Enforcement of the Restrictions.

Grantee shall make reasonable efforts from time to time to assure compliance by Grantor
with all of the covenants and restrictions herein. In connection with such efforts. Grantee may

make periodic inspection of all or any portion of the Protected Property, and for such inspection

and enforcement purposes. Grantee shall have the right of reasonable access to the Protected

Property. In the event that Grantee becomes aware ofan event or circumstance of non-compliance

with the terms and conditions herein set forth. Grantee shall give notice to Grantor of such event

or circumstance of non-compliance by personal service or via certified mail, return receipt

requested, and demand corrective action by Grantor sufficient to abate such event or circumstance

of non-compliance and restore the Protected Property to its previous condition. In the event there
has been an event or circumstance of non-compliance that is corrected through negotiation and

voluntary compliance. Grantor shall reimburse Grantee all reasonable costs incurred in

investigating the non-compliance and in securing its correction.

Failure by the Grantor to cause discontinuance, abatement or such other corrective action

as may be demanded by the Grantee within a reasonable time after receipt of notice and reasonable

opportunity to take corrective action shall entitle the Grantee to bring an action in a court of

competent jurisdiction to enforce the terms of this Grant and to recover any damages arising from

such non-compliance. Such damages, when recovered, may be applied by the Grantee to

corrective action on the Protected Properly, if necessary. If the court determines that the Grantor

has failed to comply with this Grant. Grantor shall reimburse the Grantee for any reasonable costs

of enforcement, including court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, in addition to any other

payments ordered by such court. In the event that a Grantee initiates litigation and the court

determines that the Grantor has not failed to comply with this Agreement and that the Grantee has

initiated litigation without reasonable cause or in bad faith, then the Grantee shall reimburse

Grantor for any reasonable costs of defending such action, including court costs and reasonable

attorneys' fees.

The parties to this Grant specifically acknowledge that events and circumstances of non

compliance constitute immediate and irreparable injury, loss and damage to the Protected Property

and accordingly entitle Grantee to such equitable relief, including, but not limited to, injunctive relief,

as the Court deems just. The remedies described herein are in addition to, and not in limitation of,

any other remedies available to the Grantee at law, in equity, or through administrative proceedings.

No delay or omission by the Grantee in the exercise of any right or remedy upon any breach
of Grantor shall impair the Grantee's rights or remedies or be construed as a waiver. Nothing in this

enforcement section shall be construed as imposing a liability upon a prior owner of the Protected

Property, where the event or circumstance of non-compliance shall have occurred after said prior
owner's ownership or control of the Protected Property has terminated.

VII. Miscellaneous Provisions.

Where Grantor is required, as a result of this Grant, to obtain the prior written

approval of Grantee before commencing an activity or act. and where Grantee has designated in

writing another organization or entity which shall have the authority to grant such approval, the

approval of said designee shall be deemed to be the approval of Grantee. Grantor shall reimburse

Grantee or Grantee's designee for all extraordinary costs, including staff time, incurred in

reviewing the proposed action requiring Grantee's approval; but not to include those costs which

arc expected and routine in scope. When Grantee has authorized a proposed action requiring

approval under this Grant, Grantee shall, upon request, provide Grantor with a written certification

in recordable form memorializing said approval.

1.

It is hereby agreed that the construction of any buildings, structures or

improvements, or any use of the land otherwise permitted under this Grant, shall be in accordance

with all applicable ordinances, statutes and regulations of the City of Burlington and the State of

Vermont.

2.

Grantee shall transfer the development rights, and conservation easement and

restrictions conveyed by Grantor herein only to a State agency, municipality, or qualified

organization, as defined in Chapter 34 or Chapter 1 55 Title 1 0 V.S.A., in accordance with the laws

of the State of Vermont and the regulations established by the Internal Revenue Service governing

such transfers, if ALSO approved by the U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service,

pursuant to Land and Water Conservation Fund Agreement Project No. 06130-LWCF-50-00650.

3.
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In the event the development rights or conservation restrictions conveyed to

Grantee herein are extinguished by eminent domain or other judicial proceeding. Grantee shall be

entitled to any proceeds which pertain to the extinguishment ofGrantee's rights and interests. Any

proceeds from extinguishment shall be allocated between Grantor and Grantee using a ratio based

upon the relative value of the development rights and conservation restrictions, and the value of

the fee interest in the Protected Property, as determined by a qualified appraisal obtained at the

direction of either Grantor or Grantee in the year of extinguishment. Grantee shall use any such

proceeds to preserve undeveloped and open space land in order to protect the aesthetic, cultural,

educational, scientific, and natural resources of the state through non-regulatory means.

4.

In any deed or lease conveying an interest in all or part of the Protected Property,

Grantor shall make reference to the conservation easement, restrictions, and obligations described

herein and shall indicate that this easement and restrictions are binding upon all successors in

interest in the Protected Property in perpetuity. Grantor shall also notify Grantee of the name(s)

and address(es) of Grantor's succcssor(s) in interest.

5.

The term "Grantor" shall include the successors and assigns of the original Grantor,

the City of Burlington. The term "Grantee" shall include the respective successors and assigns of

the original Grantee, Vermont Housing and Conservation Board.

6.

Any signs erected on the Protected Property which mention funding sources shall

include the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board.

7.

Grantor warrants that Grantor has no actual knowledge of a release or threatened

release of hazardous substances or wastes on the Protected Property.

8.

Grantor shall hold harmless, indemnify and defend Grantee against any liabilities,

claims and expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees to which Grantee may be subjected,

including, but not limited to, those arising from any solid or hazardous waste/hazardous substance

release or disposal, or hazardous waste/hazardous substance cleanup laws or the actions, or

inactions of Grantor as owner or operator of the premises, or those ofGrantor's agents. This clause

shall not apply to any Grantor protected bv the doctrine of sovereign immunity.

9.

10. This Grant shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the

State ofVermont. In the event that any provision or clause in this Grant conflicts with applicable law,

such conflict shall not affect other provisions hereofwhich can be given effect without the conflicting

provision. To this end the provisions of this Grant are declared to be severable. Invalidation of any

provision hereof shall not affect any other provision of this Grant.

Grantor and Grantee recognize that rare and unexpected circumstances could arise

that justify amendment of certain of the terms, covenants or restrictions contained in this Grant.

To this end, this Grant may be amended only by mutual agreement of Grantor and Grantee;

provided that Grantee determines in its sole discretion that such amendment furthers or does not

materially detract from the Purposes of this Grant. Amendments shall be in writing, signed by

both Grantor and Grantee, and shall be recorded in the City of Burlington L.and Records.

Notwithstanding the foregoing. Grantor and Grantee have no right or power to agree to any

amendment that would limit the term of the Grant, or adversely affect the qualification of this

Grant or the status of Grantee under applicable laws, including without limitation Title 10 V.S.A.

Chapters 34 and 1 55, Section 1 70(h) and 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended, and

regulations issued pursuant thereto.

11.

INVALIDATION ofany provision hereof shall not affect any other provision of this Grant.
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD said granted development rights, conservation easement and

restrictions, public access casement and easement for monitoring access, with all the privileges and

appurtenances thereof, to the said Grantee, VERMONT HOUSING AND CONSERVATION

BOARD, its respective successors and assigns, to its own use and behoof forever, and the said

Grantor, the CI TY OF BURLING TON, on behalf of itself and its successors and assigns, does

covenant with the said Grantee, its successors and assigns, that until the ensealing of these presents,

it is the sole owner of the premises and has good right and title to convey the same in the manner

aforesaid, that the premises are free from every encumbrance, except those of record, not intending

hereby to reinstate any interest or right terminated or superseded by this Grant, operation of law,

abandonment of 27 V.S.A. Ch. 5, Subch. 7; and it hereby engages to warrant and defend the same

against all lawful claims whatever, except as aforesaid. The Grant is subordinate to the terms and

conditions of the Notice of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Agreement Project No. 061 30-

LWCF-50-00650 ofeven date herewith and to be recorded in the City of Burlington Land Records.

executed this Grant on this Q t~t~dav
e-T , duly authorized agent of the City of Burlington, have

of February, 2019.

CITY OF BURLINGTON

By:

Its Duly Authorized Agent

S TATE OF VERMONT

COUNTY OF CH/TTENDEN, SS.

At Burlington, Vermont, on this 1 3 day of February. 2019, personally appeared
/A-rj tJe,dvruiT-	 , duly authorized agent of the City of Burlington , and he/she

acknowledged this instrument, by him/her sealed and subscribed, to be his/her free act and deed, and

the free act and deed of the City of Burlington.

Before me,

Print Name - L^c, ft

Notary Public, State of Vermont X '
Credential #	

My Commission Expires: January 3 1 , 202 1

Approved by the VERMONT HOUSING AND CONSERVATION BOARD:

-fgFebruary 6. 2019

Its/Duly Authorized AgentDate
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SCHEDULE A

PROTECTED PROPERTY

In the City of Burlington, Chittenden County, State of Vermont, an easement area totaling

11.77 acres over a PORTION of lands conveyed to the City of Burlington by deed of BC

Community Housing, LLC dated February 18, 2016 and recorded in Volume 1300 at Page 232 of

the City of Burlington Land Records, also being a PORTION of lands conveyed to the VLTBTV

Parkland Trust by deed of Vermont Land Trust, Inc.. dated February 18, 2016 and recorded in

Volume 1300 at Page 237 of the City of Burlington Land Records.

Said easement area including all of "Lot B", as depicted on a plat of survey titled "Lot Line

Adjustment Between 311 & 329 North Avenue - BC Community Housing, LLC\ dated

January 18, 2016 and revised January 29, 2016, by Civil Engineering Associates, Inc. and

recorded in Burlington Land Records at Map Slide 52 1 -D. EXCEPT for a 0.23 acre portion

of 31 1 North Avenue being a "Historic Preservation Easement" area, which EXCEPTED

area is described as follows:

Beginning at a concrete monument (proposed) in the westerly sideline ofNorth Avenue

and also marking the southeasterly corner of Lot 2 in the BC Community Housing

subdivision.

Thence South 28°5 1 '00 " East, in the easterly sideline ofNorth A venue. 54. 24feet to a point

near the southeasterly corner of a stone column marking the driveway into 311 North

Avenue;

Thence South 5 7°02 '13" West along or near the northerly edge ofsaid drivewayfor 1 64. 22

feet to a point;

Thence North 28"5I '5/ " West along the interface between an original "redstone " building

and an addition thereto, for 42. 00feet to a point;

Thence South 6 1 "08 '09 ' ' Westfor 1 3. 00feet to a point;

Thence North 28"5l '51 " West for 23.00 feet to a point in the southerly line ofthe above-

named Lot 2;

Thence North 60°49'03" East along said line of Lot 2 for 176.98 feet to the Point of

Beginning.

Both the Conservation Easement Area (1 1.77 acres) and the Historic Preservation Easement Area

(0.23 acres) are depicted on a plat of survey titled: "Conservation & Historic Preservation

Easement Areas on Lands of: City of Burlington and VLTBTV Parkland, LLC\ dated

November 19, 2018, by Civil Engineering Associates, Inc. and to be recorded in the City of

Burlington Land Records.

Vemont Property Transfer Tax
32 V.S.A. Chap 231
-ACKNOWLEOGEflENT-

Return Received This Even Date

Received for Record at City of Bur liny ton* VT
On Feb 15»2019 at 03:56P
Beth Anderson* Inter ia CAO
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